Abstract
Introduction
In the countingproblem, a number of concurrent processors repeatedly assign themselves successive values from a given range. A solution is said to be linearizable [14] if the order of the assigned values reflects the real-time order in which they were requested.
Linearizable counting provides the ground for a number of concurrent solutions to significant multiprocessor synchronization problems, such as time-stamp generation, multi-version database handling, scheduling of multi-threaded computations, implementation of data structures, dynamic load balancing, and buffer management (see, e.g., [7, 9, 11, 241).
request for a counter value is represented by a token, which enters on one of the network's input wires, propagates through the network by traversing a sequence of balancers, and leaves on an output wire. Counting networks are among the very few counting techniques that are known to be scalable, since they minimize contention ("hot-spots") as concurrency increases by distributing memory accesses, thus increasing parallelism and throughput (see, e.g., [3, 6, 12, 23, 221) .
In order to enhance the design of concurrent counting techniques, so that they both are scalable and support effective specification and analysis of MIMD shared memory algorithms -that rely on linearizability for correctness-it would be desirable to constmct linearizable counting networks. Altematively, it would be useful to study the possibility of using additional software constructs in order to extend a given counting network to become linearizable [13] , or the conditions under which implemented counting networks always exhibit a linearizable behavior [18] .
In this work we pursue the latter approach, following a direction pointed by a recent seminal paper [18] , which studied linearizability properties of un;form counting networks relatively to timing assumptions on traffic speed. We further continue the systematic study of the impact of timing assumptions on linearizability for counting networks. More specifically, we study the boundaries between linearizable and non-linearizable behaviors of any counting network with respect to speed variations of its tokens and balancers, in a hope to provide practitioners with additional formal tools to support decision making in the phase of design. We provide necessary and sufficient conditions for a counting network to be linearizable, in the form of precise inequalities expressed in terms of specific graph-theoretic parameters and their relation to variations in traffic speed.
In more detail, we consider two basic timing models for balancer implementations in either shared memory or message passing. In both models we consider (non-zero) lower and upper bounds cmin and c-, respectively, on the time it takes a token to traverse a wire from balancer to balancer [ 181. In the instantaneous balancer model, introduced and studied by Lynch et al. [ 181, the transition of a token from an input to an output port of a balancer is modeled as an instantaneous event. As pointed out also in [IS] , this is equivalent to the c,in and c, , bounds including the traversal of a node, but the output being determined at the instant of the token arrival. However, in some implementations there may be restrictions due to bandwidth or clock rates. In shared mcmory implementations memory accesses to variables implementing the bal-ancers may require a constant number of steps to be completed due to restrictions in bandwidth, while in message passing implementations, processors that use messages to "simulate" the balancers may have access to clocks running at a bounded or fixed rate (see, e.g., [3, 12, 22, 231) . We model these implementations by introducing a new timing model, the periodic balancer model, assuming a constant rate at which a balancer forwards tokens to its outputs. This assumption is motivated by periodic constraints commonly used in many real-time problems (especially in scheduling real-time tasks on multiprocessors [15, 17] ), and resembles a timing model for periodic processes studied by Rhee and Welch [21] . The periodic balancer model is more realistic in that it models balancerdelay to be proportional to the number of tokens concurrently traversing a balancer; this modeling is aligned with the concept of stalls introduced and used by Dwork et al. [6] in their elegant framework for analyzing contention in counting networks. We use rmin and rmax to denote the minimum and maximum balancer's periods, respectively, over all balancers in the network.
We study, uniform and non-uniform counting networks; in uniform networks [18] , each node lies on some path from inputs to outputs, and all paths from inputs to outputs have the same length. Our study introduces and identifies two crucial graph-theoretic parameters of a counting network, the first one being its influence radius (denoted irud), which, roughly speaking, captures the maximum degree of influence output nodes can receive in common. The second parameter identified and used by our study is the shallowness of the network, which is the length of the shortest directed path from any of its inputs to any of its outputs (i.e. the opposite of its depth). It tums out that the influence radius or the shallowness of the network together with its depth determine in a precise, quantitative way whether it is linearizable under various timings. Our specific results and their relation to previous work are as follows. Essentially, our results imply that given a counting network, we can determine which implemeiitations are linearizable and which not, by simply computing its depth and its shallowness or its influence radius, respectively. h4ore important, they imply that, in general, linearizability may not be dictated by local conditions, but, rather, by conditions which need to involve graph-theoretic parameters describing the structure of the network. We remark that our impossibility results are shown using very simple, lock step and round-robin executions, which are expected to be common in practice. Due to space limitations our proofs here are sketched only, in order to demonstrate our techniques, which may be of independent interest; readers interested may refer to [20] for details.
Necessary conditions

Preliminaries
Our definitions for balancing networks are standard and follow those in [l, 2,3,8, 10, 13, 181: A (fin, four)-balanceris a computing element receiving tokens on fin input wires, and sending out tokens to fout output wires; fin and fout are called its fan-in and fanout. Tokens arrive on the balancer's input wires and are output on its output wires. Intuitively, a balancer resembles a toggle mechanism which, given a stream oFinput tokens, altemately forwards them to its outputs, from top to' bottom. We denote by xi, i E [An], the number of tokens ever received on the i-th input wire of a balancer, and by y,, j E pout], the number of tokens ever sent on its j-th output wire. (In the paper we often abuse notation and use xi (resp., y,) as both the name of the i-th input (resp., output) wire and the number of tokens received (resp., sent) on it.) The state of a balancer at a given time is the collection of tokens on its input and output wires partitioned per wire; initially all wires contain no tokens.
The following properties are required for a (fin, fout )-balancer:
1. Safey: In any state, ci:clxi 2 E ? :
; ' y , (it never creates tokens); 2. Liveness: After a finite number of tokens enter the balancer, the balancer reaches in finite time a quiescent state, i.e. ZfzO'xi = z@;'yi (it never "swallows" tokens);
3.
Step: In any quiescent state, 0 5 yi -y , 5 1 for i, j s.t. 0 5 i < j 5 four -1 (its output satisfies the step property).
A (wifll WO,,)-balancing network is a collection of interconnected balancers; it is associated with a directed graph G, with source nodes XO, . . . xW,,,-l, sink nodes yo,. . . xwou-l, representing its input and output wires, and a set of inner nodes, representing its balancers. The edges of G are the wires of the network's balancers; sink and source nodes have degree l. We consider acyclic networks. The size of a balancing network is the total number of its balancers. For any wire z, its depth, is 0 if z is an input wire of the network and max,Ev,nl depth(zi) + 1 if z is the output wire of a balancerwithinputwireszo,zl, ... ,z&,-1. Foranybalancerbinanetwork, its depth is the maximal depth over all of its input wires. The depth d of a network is the maximal depth over all of its balancers.
Each maximal set of balancers of the same depth 1 is called the level 1 of the network. A balancing network is uniform [ 181 if each node lies on some path from inputs to outputs, and all paths from inputs to outputs have the same length. The safety and liveness properties of a balancing network follow naturally from its definition and the safety and liveness properties of a balancer.
A (win, w,,,)-counting network is a (win, wOur)-balancing network for which, in any quiescent state, 0 < y, -yk < 1, for any pair of j , k sat. 0 5 j < k < wOUf -1; that is, its output has the step property. Each one of the wOUf outputs of a network is connected to an atomic counter (sink node), identified with the name of the respective wire. The tokens exiting through y,, are consecutively assigned the integers j , j + wout, j + 2wour,. . .; the integer Val( T ) assigned to a token T by a counter is called its returned value.
Let cminr cmax (0 < c,in < cmaX < -) be the minimum and max- A system execution E is modeled as a (possibly infinite) sequence of altemating system states and atomic events (cf. [4, 14, 191) oO,el ,(TI ,e2,o2,. . . , where (TO is the initial state and each event is either a balancer transition or a wire transition. A timed event is a pair (t,e), where t , the "time", is a nonnegative real number, and e is an event. A sequence of altemating system states and timed events (TO, (tl ,el),(Tll (t2,e2),(~2,. . . , (tj,e,),,o,, . . . -where the times are nondecreasing and unbounded-IS a timed execution provided that 00, e l , 01,. I I , e , , o,, . . . is an execution and that the timing respects the balancer and wire transition time bounds. For a timed execution Eand any token T, define tifl(T, E) (resp. tout(T, E)) to be the least (resp. the greatest) t such that (t, trans(T, bl, b2)) (resp. ( t , trans(T, b))) is an event in E. We say that T1 precedes T2 (or + T2) in !
E if tin ( T I , E) < tout (T2, E).
A timed execution 2: of a balancing network is linearizable if for every pair of tokens TI, T2 that TI + T2, it holds that val(T1, E) <
val(T2, E). A balancing network is linearizable if each of its timed executions is linearizable(cf.
[ 13, 141). 
Necessary Conditions
Consider an arbitrary uniform counting network G and its undirected version E. For any pair of sink nodes y j and Yk, let diSt(y,,yk) denote the number of edges along a shortest path (geodesic, denoted by Y(Y,,Yk)) in 6 connecting yi and y, (there is at least one simple path connecting them, since is connected). Since G is uniform, the length of each such path is even; hence, on each "((yj,yk) there exists a node vr such that dist(vy,y;) = dist(vy,yk) = dist(y,,yk)/2; call vr a closest common ancestor of y j and yk. The infIuence radius between y j and Yk, denoted irad(yj,yk), is the distance between y j (or Yk) and a closest common ancestor of y, and Yk; (in uniform networks imd(yj,yk) = dist(yjlyk) f 2). The influence radius of the network, denoted irad, is the maximum influence radius among any pair of its sink nodes. 
The following is an informal outline of the proof. We start with a fast, synchronous execution in which two distinguished tokens exit G through two antipodal sink nodes. By "retiming", we slow down the token receiving the least value, while maintaining the propagation of the other token through G, thus, the latter token receives the same value after retiming. The retimed exec'ution is further "augmented" to include a sufficient number of tokens which enter and perform a fast traversal of the network after the first "fast" tokens exit it. The assumption on the timing implies that at least one of the additional tokens will bypass the "slow" token of the previous execution and attain the value it received before retiming, which is smaller than that of one of the "fast"tokens, contradicting linearizability. We now present more details of the proof.
Consider an arbitrary pair of sink nodes y, and Yk such that diSt(y,,yk) = 2irad and j < k. Let E be a timed execution involv- Using the liveness property of the balancers and the fact that the number of tokens entering the network in 2' is the same as in E, we inductively show that in !Ti ? each balancer is visited by the same number of tokens as in E. This, together with lemma 3.2 implies:
Lemma 3.3 R( TK, E?) = X( TK, E).
Then, since k + 1 < wour, the step property of G implies: 
VU^( TK; E) > Val( Tu, E).
H T ( t ) ) which formalize its "knowledge" at time t about other tokens in the network, where g b ( 0 ) = 8 (resp. Hy(0) = T). If a token T traverses a balancer b at time t , the knowledge of the two is combined; formally, H b ( t ) = H T ( t ) = Hb(l-) U H T ( t -) , w h e tis the time of occurrence of the immediately preceding event.
Let Yk be the output through which T K exits G in E. We modify !E into another timed !€? which contains only the tokens in 9&.(toKr(TK7 E)) following the same timing in traversing G. Since no events were retimed and we only removed tokens about which TK did not "know" in E, TK still exits through yk at tour(TK, !€?) = tou,(TK, E). Note also that since TK + Tu, # !%TK(tOKr(TK7 E)); hence, T,, is not participating in E'. Consider the token Tp for which val(T,, E') = val(T,,, E). By construction t;,(Tp7 e) = t;,(T',, E). Since TK "knows" about Tp when it exits, this information must have been propagated through G from some input wire to yk, so it must have traversed at least s wires. Hence: To complete the proof we show that T, must have been bypassed in !E by some faster token, which, in tum, has been bypassed by some other faster token; repeating this argument inductively yields that in E there is a "chain" of wire transition events, 
Given that tin(Tp, 2 ) = tin(Tp, E) and that length(.rc(Tp7 e)) 5 d, inequalities (2) and (3) imply:
tin(TurE)+scmin < t i n ( T p , E ) + d c m (4) Combining inequalities (1) and (4) we have that tin(Tu, E) 5 tout(TKr E) -2scmin + dc-. For ~sc,;,, -dc,, > 0, which holds from our assumption, it follows that tjn(Tu, E) < tO,(TK, E), 0 which contradicts that TK + T,,. 
Discussion
We have shown that linearizability depends on both timing parameters of the model and structural parameters of a counting network. Several interesting problems are open: Can the necessary conditions be extended to non-uniform counting networks? Can the sufficient condition for linearizability be proven in the periodic balancer model? Can we determine the non-Zinearizabilify ffaction in case linearizability is impossible? Our necessary conditions should yield similar results for any uniform network in the models we studied. Does our sufficient condition for linearizability hold for counting networks that also handle antitokens [22] ? A wide avenue for further research includes formalizing and studying linearizability in other possible systems and timing variations.
